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Abstract

Smart Grids are electrical grids that require a decentralised way of controlling
electric power conditioning and thereby control of the production and distribution
of energy. Yet, the integration of Distributed Renewable Energy Sources (DRESs)
in the Smart Grid introduces new challenges with regards to electrical grid
balancing and the storing of electric power, as well as additional monetary costs.
Furthermore, the future smart grid also has to take over the provision of Ancillary
Services (ASs) by synchronous generators. In this paper, a distributed ICT
infrastructure to solve such challenges specifically related to ASs in future Smart
Grids is described. The proposed infrastructure is developed on the basis of the
Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM) framework, which is defined by the
European Commission in Smart Grid Mandate M/490. A testbed that provides a
flexible, secure, and low-cost version of this architecture, illustrating the
separation of systems and responsibilities, and supporting both emulated DRESs
and real hardware has been developed. The resulting system supports the
integration of a variety of DRESs, with a secure two-way communication channel
between the monitoring and controlling components. It assists in the analysis of
various inter-operabilities and in the verification of eventual system designs. To
validate the system design, the mapping of the proposed architecture to the
testbed is presented. Further work will help improve the architecture in two
directions; first, by investigating specific-purpose use cases, instantiated using
this more generic framework; and second, by investigating the effects a realistic
number and variety of connected devices within different grid configurations has
on the testbed infrastructure.
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Introduction

There is an emerging decentralisation of electrical energy system infrastructures.

The two main sources of this decentralisation are the generation sources themselves

and the topological structure.

The widespread introduction of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) as a new

form of generation has caused a substantial phasing out of synchronous generators,

which of course were the former main input source. However, the inclusion of DERs

which are fed by renewable primary energy sources has many serious implications

due to the inherently unpredictable nature of typical renewable energy sources.
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These resources form a sub-class of DER referred to in this paper as a Distributed

Renewable Energy Source (DRES).

From a topological point of view, the former centralised power grid, operated in

a top-down manner whereby power flows consistently from upstream generators

to downstream consumers. This directionality is now being challenged with small,

distributed generation sources pressing the requirement for bottom-up operational

control.

This bottom-up mode leads to many as of yet unsolved challenges, such as sat-

isfying the information exchange amongst the participants, the structural changes,

and the organisational changes. Relatively slow electromechanical dynamics of syn-

chronous generators are replaced by the much faster dynamics of power electronics

within smart converters with a much greater potential for flexibility.

The required smartness, flexibility and scalable aggregation of widely dispersed

and heterogeneous power sources depend predominantly on a yet-to-be standard-

ised ICT architecture with appropriate levels of abstraction and these abstractions

themselves may not necessarily coincide precisely on a one-to-one basis with power

grid components on any aggregation level.

The ICT system forms part of a cyber-physical infrastructure which will be key

to resource optimisation for the services to be provided, both locally and globally.

The architecture will necessarily need to tolerate faults (both ICT and generation

related) and be resilient to IT-security challenges. There are many components and

agents to be integrated and several views to be respected. A schematic overview

of this structure is given in Figure 1, highlighting the heterogeneous nature of the

components and the need for the ICT system to accommodate stakeholders with

different business interests.

Designing and developing such a complex distributed cyber-physical system calls

for a systematic approach; here this paper uses two main steps. First, the approach

prescribed by the Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM) framework is used; this

helps mitigate complexities as early as possible by focusing on proper interface

definitions for all possible forms of interactions among all identified agents and

levels.

Second, a quick-as-possible testing approach is enabled by developing an inte-

grated testbed, by which we can validate whether our developing architecture fulfils

the relevant system requirements, or if it needs further revisions.

Following this schema, leads to a stepwise design, starting with the component

level of the smart converter interfaced DRESs, based on an amalgam of power elec-

tronics and Information and Communications Technology (ICT) components such

as communication buses, Single Board Computers (SBCs), Programmable Logic

Controllers (PLCs) and Digital Signal Processors (DSPs), at the edge of the overall

cyber-physical system.

This paper describes these two stages without attempting to cover the full ar-

chitecture. In particular the aggregation aspects of the cyber-physical distributed

system and the accounting middleware are not included in their full scope in the

present system.

With this in mind three main contributions of this paper are identified:
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1 A first step in the modelling of an ICT architecture, specifically, for the

Ancillary Service (AS) portion of the general smart grid which is presented in

a structured way using the SGAM framework.

2 A prototypical implementation of an integrated testbed based on this descrip-

tion.

3 Mapping of the described architecture and the testbed to validate the archi-

tecture.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: The section Related Work

is an overview of the current state of research, and how this work is different. The

Designing a New Smarter Grid with SGAM section gives an introduction into the

SGAM framework and presents a flexible ICT architecture model for AS enabled

DRESs based on SGAM. Based on the ICT architecture model, the paper demon-

strates a low-cost Testbed Prototype, which integrates real and simulated hardware

in a flexible, secure, and low-cost way. Next, a Discussion about some of the chal-

lenges in building such an ICT architecture is included. Finally, the Conclusion

show the main outcomes of this paper and outline future work.

Related Work
Taking into consideration the requirements and restrictions described in the intro-

duction, there is a requirement for developing a flexible ICT architecture for AS in

DRESs (Jindal et al, 2020) to ease their integration into the grid (Jindal et al, 2019)

in a secure way (Gouglidis et al, 2018; Jindal et al, 2019). Existing work considering

how DRESs can contribute to the provision of ASs only makes rudimentary consid-

erations for the required ICT infrastructure. Two examples of this are in Kryonidis

et al (2019) and in Yuen et al (2011).

In Kryonidis et al (2019) a control scheme for voltage regulation via reactive

power is proposed. The control scheme is based on a central decision maker that

collects measurements from the DRES in a Medium Voltage (MV) grid. Based

on these measurements and grid topology an optimal operation scheme for each

DRES is computed. However, the actual amount of reactive power that each DRES

contributes to the service is determined in a decentralised manner based on the

local information of the DRES. In Yuen et al (2011) possibilities for the provision

of frequency control reserves by microgrids are explored. In particular this paper

highlights the possibility of frequency reserves being request via a central controller

managed by an aggregator, an entity that collects the individual contributions of

DRES and offers the sum of these contributions to the DSO, or in a decentralised

manner where each DRES is only configured on a longer time scale like weeks or

months with a droop curve.

When dealing with optimisations on the medium voltage level as in the above

publications it is important to note that common grid representations include the

Low Voltage (LV) grids as the aggregations of their load and (renewable) generation.

To realise a setpoint on an aggregated LV grid requires additional computation

and communication. This paper aims to start working on overcoming this gap. To

this end a structured formulation of an ICT architecture capable of handling the

requesting, monitoring and control of DRES in order to provide ASs is shown.

Special care is taken to show that the control and monitoring concepts can deal

with multiple levels of aggregation.
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In Kim et al (2011) a cloud-based system is presented which aims to enable de-

mand response. They employed the cloud system to determine the cost-optimal

distribution of demand response to the individual loads. Their findings show that

this system is scalable by lowering the information burden required from the System

Operator (SO). The architecture presented later in the present work aims to improve

upon this by offering general purpose tools to perform multiple ancillary services.

Additionally, a hierarchical organisation of the aggregation system retains the ben-

efit of above method while allowing for the integration of Transmission System

Operators (TSOs) and Distribution System Operators (DSOs).

The authors of Hammad et al (2019) present a control strategy to enable virtual

inertia by batteries in MV systems. Their evaluation also considered the perfor-

mance of the proposed system when varying communication delays are present.

However, how realistic the presented communication delays are is not considered

as the underlying communication infrastructure or intermediary aggregation levels

are not shown.

The SGAM framework employed in this paper has been widely adopted by groups

looking to build modern grid systems: In Messinis et al (2016) the authors examine

the use of virtual power plants for providing demand response via modelling, which

is aligned with SGAM. By first defining and partitioning their model into smaller

functions and functional groups, they refine their approach. In their next step,

the use cases built from these functions are used to define the components on the

different layers of the SGAM framework. Their experience shows that this tool is

useful in finding interoperability issues and thereby, helps in creating a more robust

ICT infrastructure.

The goal to enable more frequent and complete data exchange between DSOs

and TSOs is examined in Hooshyar and Vanfretti (2017). In this work the focus

is on a monitoring system using phasor measurement units. As part of this, the

required ICT systems and their mapping to physical components is shown using

the layered architecture of the SGAM framework. Additionally, in Estebsari et al

(2019) the use case of wide area monitoring of PhotoVoltaic (PV) systems is tackled

using the SGAM cube with the aim to reuse many of the existing components in

the model. While these works provide a deep dive into how the monitoring of the

system can be achieved using their respective technologies, our work aims to give

a more general view of what is required of a system to provide ancillary services.

High fidelity monitoring of the grid state is only a part of these requirements.

In Radi et al (2019) a cloud-based infrastructure is created to enable bidirectional

communications between the TSO and DSO. To validate this approach the mapping

to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) interoperability lay-

ers and the mapping to the SGAM layers is examined. The main focus of this work

is to show that such a data exchange is in fact possible and what standards exist to

facilitate this exchange. To complete their approach, they present a specification of

which data can be accessed by which party. Our work seeks to utilise such a data

exchange to show how this data exchange allows for the provision of ASs.

The web of cells is another architecture presented in Luciano et al (2017). The

grid is partitioned into non-overlapping cells. Each cell aims to be self-sufficient in

its regulation of voltage and frequency. Only in exceptional cases is communication
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required with other cells. While parts of the data exchange are detailed, Merino

et al (2017) shows that to employ such a solution a novel communication system is

required. Our work aims to present a hierarchical architecture which fills this gap

by focusing also on ICT related aspects.

In Tian et al (2016) an architecture for management of microgrid communities

is presented. They define a microgrid as a LV grid with distributed generation

units connected. Further, the microgrid community is defined as a structure where

multiple microgrid band together to coordinate the operation of their generation

units. Utilising this structure, the paper proposes a control strategy to provide

controllable active and reactive power generation or contribution to frequency and

voltage regulation services. The proposed control architecture has both centralised

and hierarchical control. On the one hand, the microgrid community controller is in

charge of multiple microgrid controllers; on the other hand, each of these controllers

is the central entity in charge of the respective part of the power system. The

approach to structuring their ICT system for the microgrid communities is similar

to the one described in this paper, which shows that such an approach is feasible.

However, they assume that the DRES connected to their system are fixed in their

operation and cannot contribute to the grid stability. Our model and testbed seek

to show that this contribution of DRESs to grid stability via AS can be enabled.

The aspect of virtualisation is also shown in Leal and Botero (2021) and Leal and

Botero (2019). These publications present an SDN-based architecture for communi-

cation inside a substation. Our aim is to present a flexible, virtual grid architecture

but on a larger scale allowing to communication across the whole grid and not only

within any one substation.

Sirviö et al (2021) gives an overview over the historical, current, and future of

the smart grid. The focus is to highlight the viewpoints of different stakeholder

and described their functional requirements on a high level. The present work takes

a more concrete approach by presenting not only an architecture but also giving

insight into aspects of its implementation.

A scalability analysis is conducted in Potenciano Menci et al (2020) for the cen-

tralised control of the grid via a virtual power plant. Their work presents a simula-

tion setup which showed that their control system scales well with upwards of 100s

of nodes. It is important to note that their work did not consider the links con-

necting the DRES with the VPP as critical links. With an increase in the number

of connected DRES, the number of messages required to be sent from the VPP as

well as the number of communications due to device failures increases. Therefore,

the VPP can become a bottleneck. By introducing an aggregation hierarchy, the

present work aims to reduce this effect.

The authors in Thornton et al (2017) build a hardware-in-the-loop testbed for

simulating demand response. This testbed is specifically designed to simulate a

small subset of the Internet of Things (IoT) communication, sensors, and actuation,

whereby the demand response and grid are simulated in software via PSIM. This

differs from our approach, where a testbed is built that reflects a full demonstrator

for a real-world deployment, instead of a supporting a single type of AS, without

any actual DRESs.

Prior work examines simulated environments bounded to discrete components

(or sets of components) within the larger AS or DRES space. To gain a more
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complete understanding of the complex interactions between these interconnected

components, and to provide methods for simulating specific functions of an AS, a

full-stack demonstrator with hardware in-the-loop inclusion is required. Using the

capability of performing end-to-end test in this demonstrator validates our proposal

for an ICT architecture for ASs that is missing in the related work so far.

Currently in the Nordic countries data hubs are being established by NordREG.

These data hubs tackle management of energy trading for both retail and wholesale

markets which can be seen as a precursor to the trading of ASs. Many of the lessons

learned outlined in the report on the current state as of December 2021 Langset

(2021) correspond to tasks tackled in the design of the testbed presented in this

paper. The most important claim is that thorough end-to-end testing is required

before deploying the system, further justifying the use case for the testbed presented

in this paper. Additionally, it is stated that a cloud-based solution matching the

approach of this paper is more cost-effective than an in-house solution and should

be preferred. While on a design perspective it is highlighted that the roles of market

players and especially third parties are important to consider for the systems design

which the SGAM framework used as a tool in this paper enables the presented

architecture to do.

Designing a New Smarter Grid with SGAM
To better understand the conceptual space in which the efforts presented in the

previous section exist, requires to first examine the core idea; in this case, the SGAM

framework. This section highlights some of the important components relevant to

distributed control and monitoring. A general overview of the important parts of

the SGAM framework itself is given in Appendix 1. The full detail can be found in

the related standard Bruinenberg et al (2012).

As was shown in the related work section in the literature there exist a variety

of approaches that build upon centralised control of the system and a hierarchical

aggregation structure. The centralised control allows for the computation of optimal

configuration of the DRES operation with high accuracy as several commonly used

optimisation techniques can be applied in this setting. The hierarchical aggregation

structure mimics the hierarchical structure in the grid where the different voltage

levels are separated by transformers substations. An architecture approach that

utilises this paradigm therefore, closely resembles the existing structures in the

power grid of today. In this section a simplified version of an ICT architecture

SGAM model for an hierarchical structure with centralised control, but distributed

provision of AS is presented.

Business Layer

As a start a brief stakeholder analysis of the envisioned system is presented. First,

this analysis considers the SOs which from the perspective of the AS serve as the

customers. Then the resources which are used to provide these services are consid-

ered and finally, additional third parties are taken into account.

The role of the SO is encapsulating the needs of the power system side of the

overall system. The goal is to have a stable grid which is operated efficiently i.e.

with a minimal amount of losses. Therefore in our context, the SO fills the role of

the customer seeking certain grid services.
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The role of the third party is to perform the aggregation and optimisation required

to provide the services to the SOs. This role is introduced to provide the system

with flexibility regarding future market or regulatory developments. As such, an

actual third party may be a subsidiary of a SO or a completely separate entity.

This party also serves as the broker between a potential large amount of connected

DRES and a small number of SOs consuming services.

Distribution System Operators (DSO)

DSOs are charged with managing both the medium and low voltage distribution

grids, supplying the end consumer with electricity directly. In this case, their pri-

mary challenge is the reversal of power flow in situations where end-consumers also

have some generation capacity, such as on-site solar installations. This in turn leads

to concerns around voltage spikes as power from these sites may spike unpredictably

causing overly high back-feed into the low voltage grid. Traditionally, these prob-

lems are solved through the implementation of grid reinforcements, preventing the

propagation of these problems upstream.

With the introduction of smart grid architectures, the DSOs can take direct action

to control the power feeds and flows, enabling them to become an active compo-

nent in the management of the grid, rather than simply a passive consumer of

higher-voltage ingress. This involves the integration of vastly higher fidelity energy

monitoring in the form of smart metering, and smart converter devices. These two

technologies place the DSO in a prime position to execute very fine-grained control

over their grid. This has real, tangible benefits as it allows the DSO to reduce their

dependence on upstream power generation when dealing with the management of

reactive power, line losses and the bidirectional power flow with renewable injection.

Transmission System Operator (TSO)

TSOs, on the other hand, are responsible for maintaining the balance of power in the

grid, and have control over the high-voltage power lines transmitting power from

traditional bulk generators over long distances where the connections are made

with the DSOs to step down into the medium-voltage grids. This naturally has

wide-reaching effects, as balancing supply and demand at this scale will have knock-

on effects with bulk generators and DSOs supply alike, and any deviation in this

balance will immediately become apparent in globally monitored parameters such as

grid frequency. As such, ASs dealing with grid inertial response, primary frequency

response and fault currents (and fault mitigation) are required to be provided at

this scale to keep the grid operation stable and safe.

DRES owners

Finally, the DRES owners are the people actually providing contributions to grid

services via their DRES. This term generalises installations containing different

types of energy resources. Batteries, capacitors banks, super capacitors, controllable

loads, Electric Vehicle (EV) charging stations, PV systems and many more resources

can all provide valuable contributions to controlling the operation within limits of

the power grid. The variety of generation sources implies also differences in the

business goals of the DRES owners. As an example, the owner of a large scale PV
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system might be solely focused on maximising their profits to increase the returns

on their initial investment. Owners of rooftop PV systems for their own home might

primarily be interest in optimising their self-consumption and only sell excess energy

to the power grid. Finally, owners of EVs and charging stations equipped with PV

panels may want to ensure their transportation is available for their trips to and

from their workplace.

In order to simplify the model, it is assumed that these considerations can be

handled on a local level. This means especially that when a DRES owner reports the

capacity to provide ASs of their installation, their own goals are already accounted

for.

Third Parties

Several other parties have a interest in the energy system coupled with an ICT sys-

tem. Regulators and law makers give restrictions on the operation conditions to be

ensured and the framework for trading of energy and services between the SO and

DRES owners. Regulatory policies in the future might forbid the SO from being

the consumer of ASs and at the same time selling the aggregated capacities of the

devices in their respective grids to other SOs. Further, the trading of ASs offers a

new business opportunity which previously not involved parties might attempt to

seize. This might lead to them becoming an intermediary that contracts individ-

ual DRES owners to sell their aggregated capacity to SOs. Finally, cloud service

providers might be integral to setting up and managing the communication links to

the distributed components in the grid while offering a platform for other parties

to host their required services on.

Role Model

The main focus of the present architecture is the monitoring and control of ASs on a

moment to moment basis. As such considerations towards the law makers and cloud

service providers are less relevant as these need to happen in advance to any service

provision. Further, as already mentioned when talking about the DRES owner the

multitude of different DRES types is resolved on a local level. With this only one

actor is created in the model to serve the role of providers of ASs.

As was just described the DSO and the TSO both seek to have stable operation of

their respective grid levels. However, the services they require and therefore request

from the system are different. This difference is assumed to be minor enough that

a general actor, the SO, serving as the client who request any AS is sufficient.

To model either the separation of concerns within a SO or the integration of

other third parties serving as aggregators of ASs a separate role is introduced. This

third party has the task of controlling and coordinating the grid-wide operation of

the DRES they are responsible for. Their business interest is two fold: On the one

hand, they want to earn money from their aggregation of services i.e.; they seek

to optimise the operation of DRES with respect to monetary gains; on the other

hand, as a requirement from the side of the SOs, they have to ensure the operation

of their DRES stays within permissible grid limits.

As a final consideration to satisfy the business interests of the described actors,

the existence of a mutual contract between these three actors, the third party, the
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SO and the DRES owners, is assumed. Models for these contracts exists when it

comes to trading of wholesale energy as can be made evident by considering the

operation of companies such as Kiwi Power Kiwi Power (2022). When buying energy

on the wholesale market the customer expects that the requested amount of energy

is fed in during the request period. The trading of ASs is different however in this

key aspect. When requesting an AS the customer expects a certain behaviour to be

present when a contingency in the grid arises. On the one hand, this means that the

DRES is uncertain when exactly it must provide the service; on the other hand, this

raises the importance of the requirement to keep track of the state of the DRES as

it must be available otherwise critical emergency resources are lacking. This changes

the requirements in a way that the existing contracts may not translate on a one

to one basis. As there is no regulatory framework for this exact relation to the best

of our knowledge until now, the exact details of this contract are intentionally left

vague. However, it is assumed to serve as the contractual basis that regulates the

provision and remuneration of the different ASs.

Function Layer

The high level goal of the system of providing ASs requires a set of services to be

available.

First, the participants in the system need to be aware of the available resources and

the system state. This is enabled by a service referred to as monitoring. Considering

that each stakeholder has different business interests they may be concerned with

different monitored values. Furthermore, monitoring needs to be split in monitoring

done for a human operator and monitoring done for a software system to ensure

the proper operation of the DRES.

Second, once the SOs are aware of the grid state and the available resources,

they are in a position to formulate requests for certain ASs. These request need to

be mapped in an appropriate way onto the DRESs available to contribute to the

respective AS. Usually, it is not enough to just forward these request but an optimal

distribution to the DRES is desirable. The optimisation employed should consider

grid constraints and economic benefits for the actors. As the goal of this paper is

not to develop novel optimisation algorithms, further details on the design of such

software is not included.

Finally, after the system has received a request, processed it to configure the

DRES and these devices have provided the respective AS, the DRES owner expects

to be remunerated for this in some way. To enable the cashflow between the partic-

ipants, trustworthy accounting is required. To this end considerations with regards

to non-repudiation, reliable metering, and storage of data, as well as storage solu-

tions offering enough throughput and disk space are required. As mentioned in the

Introduction the full scope of this function is not included in this paper. Instead we

focus on structuring the information exchange from the meters to the storage system

and leave the details with regards to the structure / protocol for this information

exchange intentionally open.

The services described above are the functionalities considered for the function

layer. From a functional point of view the system must be able to do the following:

Take an request from the SO and send it to the third party. In order to determine
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how this request is to be realised the third party should have monitoring data

about the grid available. Using the available data a optimal usage of the available

contributions from the individual DRES is computes and communicated to them.

Once the signal has reached the DRES each of them can change its local behaviour

to provide the service.

This functional decomposition of the system is also shown in Fig. 2. Starting from

the top in this figure the interface to the SO is the function User Input Handling. As

this represents the front end that the SO interacts with, it is located in the market

zone and distribution domain. It is assumed that a SO knows which ASs with

which parameters is required. As such this function provides to them the possibility

to enter this demand into the system. The sum of their AS requests is forwarded to

the third party where this request is then translated into a provision of the service

via the available DRES.

Next the role of the third party is split into three functions: Monitoring, Setpoint

Communication and Optimal Setpoint Computation. These functions aggregate the

behaviour of the DRES located in the distribution grid to a distribution grid level

service. Therefore they are located in the distribution domain and operation zone.

The computation of optimal setpoints and setpoint communication happens in mul-

tiple aggregation levels as mentioned at the start of the section. Take as an example

a medium voltage grid which is connected to many different low voltage grids. This

structure would indicate two hierarchy levels. First, the optimal setpoints for all

the low voltage grids in the medium voltage grids can be computed. Then these

setpoints can be sent to these low voltage grids and inside of them they can be

dispatched again by a similar procedure to the individual DRESs.

Finally, the functionality the DRES owner is responsible for is twofold. Firstly,

the local control of a DRES and the actual provision of contributions by low level

controller and actual hardware is modelled by the function Grid Service Provision).

This function is located in the DER domain and spans the process and field zones

since it involves both the control of the generation hardware and the generation

hardware itself. Once a control signal has reached this function the appropriate

changes to the settings of the DRES are made to provide the required response.

Secondly, the management of the DRES is modelled by the function DRES Local

Control. This function deals with the coordination of the different devices inside the

DRES. As such any inputs received from the Setpoint Communication function need

to be translated to appropriate output to the Grid Service Provision. Considering

the flow of monitoring data from DRES to Third Party within this function the

business goals outlined on the business layer for the DRES owner are to be resolved.

This means that when reporting the available resources for ASs an appropriate

amount of the actual resources is reserved to ensure these business goals are met.

This function represents a form of operational control. Thus, it is located on the

operation zone of the DER domain.

Information Layer

When considering communication links there are four different sections of the infras-

tructure. The link between the user and the system, the internal communication

links within the system, the communication link from the system to the DRES
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gateways, and finally a communication link between the DRES gateways and the

different components of the DRES. These four links are what is described further in

the following paragraphs from the viewpoint of the information and communication

layer.

From the viewpoint of the information layer the message exchange between the

user and the system is modelled as requests for collections of services. Then, the

message a user sends to the system is a collection of requests for individual AS with

the corresponding parameters set by the user. Thinking in terms of a collection of

services has the advantage that it closely mirrors the utility provided to the system

by traditional synchronous generators. Synchronous generators do not only provide

a single AS like inertia but also simultaneously may contribute to the reactive power

balance of the system, inject the required high currents during faults and many other

ASs.

For the message exchange within the system there is a degree of freedom still left in

the model. The hierarchical aggregation schema along the hierarchical optimisation

impose different requirements on the information objects for determining the avail-

able amount of each AS (aggregation) and for a given request computing a effective

dispatch (optimisation). Further, each AS has different requirements when it comes

to the involved information. It is therefore required to come up with flexible for-

mats and protocols for both aggregation and optimisation. One possibility solution

is the use of loosely structured data objects like for example JSON provides. From

an implementation perspective this has the benefit that the code for managing the

message exchange can be the same and only the pieces of code for (de-)serialising

to JSON objects need to be created. Additionally, this reduces the required effort

to include new ASs with new optimisation and aggregation procedures.

For the aggregation and optimisation schemes the DRES serve as the smallest

quantity one can talk about. As such the DRES gateways are the final smart entities

involved in these processes. Therefore, the same format for data exchange as with

higher levels of aggregation is suitable for this link.

For the final link between the DRES gateways and the DRES themselves, one

has to keep in mind that in a future smart grid different types of DRES with

different devices connected to them which are produced by different vendors will

be the norm. As such the DRES gateway has the important additional task to

translate the information objects received in an appropriate manner to fit with

the information objects required by the different installations. As an example the

received JSON objects may be required to be translated to appropriate Modbus

registers. While doing so one has to keep in mind things like the number of bits

available for each data point i.e. the precision to round to.

The figure for the information layer largely coincides with the communication

links shown in Fig. 3 as blue lines. Therefore the figure is omitted.

Communication Layer

For the link between the DRES gateway and the DRES shown in Fig. 3 multiple

communication protocols need to be supported. Which protocol is to be supported

depends on the interface that the smart converter offers. The DRES gateway there-

fore was introduced to serve as the mediator between the ICT system and smart
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converter. This flexibility with regards to the employed protocol allows for convert-

ers from different manufacturers to easily be integrated in the system.

Apart from this connection, two different technologies for the communication

links are used. In order to communicate the dispatch of an AS to individual DRES

installations point to point links between the optimisation and the individual DRES

are required. These links must be able to reliably deliver messages for different ASs

that can differ greatly in the required parameters. In simple cases, the payload can

only be a Boolean value which needs to be communicated. In other cases, a set of

numbers indicative of total energy amounts or to be interpreted as a droop curve

needs to be sent. Standard web technology, like HTTP, is suitable for dealing with

this task.

The second protocol is to deal with monitoring requirements. In order to take an

optimal decision inside the ICT system up to date measurements of some DRES

parameters are required. For example, take the state of charge of a battery system or

available active power from the primary source of a DRES system. When deciding if

and to what extent a DRES can provide an AS these information must be available.

Further, optimisation algorithms for different AS may be interested in different

measurements from different device. For this reason, a publish-subscribe scheme

allowing for a flexible distribution of the measurements to the interested parties is

proposed.

Considering the requirements outlined in this section the OPC-UA protocol de-

scribed in Lehnhoff et al (2012) also offers the required capabilities. On the one

hand, this technology offers to create sessions between a client and a server using

HTTP to exchange variables as required for the setpoint communication; on the

other hand, the subscription mechanism it offers is suitable to allow for a publish-

subscribe scheme to be implemented. This system further offers the additional ca-

pability of implementing events and alarms to notify listeners of imminent changes

in the production of the DRES.

The figure for the communication layer coincides with the communication links

shown in Fig. 3 as blue lines. Therefore the figure is omitted.

Component Layer

A possible simplified technical realisation in software and hardware components is

shown in Fig. 3.

For the user input handling some hardware owned by the DSO is required to run

or access the frontend of the system. This DSO hardware needs to be connected

with the third party hardware. A set of virtual entities is located on this third

party hardware. These virtual entities are organised hierarchically to facilitate the

hierarchical optimisation described in the function layer section. Thus creating a

virtual representation of the actual physical entities in the power grid and their

aggregation hierarchy.

To this end an exchange of information between the virtual entities for higher

and lower hierarchy levels and from the lowest level virtual entities to the physical

DRES location is required. In order to enable this communication a directory service

is envisioned allowing each virtual entity to lookup the communication address of

other virtual entities and DRES.
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The virtual entities and the directory service together realise the setpoint com-

munication function. Further, the virtual entities alone are enough to realise the

monitoring through collection of data received from the DRES and aggregating this

information towards the top of the virtual entity hierarchy.

Finally, a service performing the optimisations is required. Virtual entities which

represent an aggregate, can provide measuring data to this service, and receive the

optimal allocation of contribution to the virtual entities they aggregated. As such

the optimisation service realises the Optimal Setpoint Communication function.

In order to realise the AS Provision function two components are involved: the

smart converter controller, as the controlling device for the DRES generation hard-

ware, and the DRES generation hardware itself. The DRES generation hardware

can for example be a smart converter connected to a battery system or a PV system.

It is responsive to certain changes in its parameters made by the smart converter

controller.

Inside this smart converter controller real-time sensitive processing of data and

determination of operational setpoints for the DRES hardware is done. It also for-

wards the required measurements from the DRES hardware to the gateway. The job

of the DRES gateway is to translate the signals received from the third party hard-

ware to a format that is understood by the smart converter controller and sending

measurements taken from the DRES back to the third party hardware.

Testbed Prototype
For the EASY-RES project, a testbed designed to compare, and validate the gen-

eral performance of designs based around the SGAM model, is developed. It further

serves as the platform for building a full-stack demonstrator, paving the path for-

ward to a flexible ICT architecture for ASs in the Smart Grid. The testbed allows

to gather hands on experience with DRES communication, assess the orchestration

and performance of communication, along with the impact of virtualisation and

containers.

Given the aforementioned motivation, the following four requirements for the

testbed are designed:

• Low Cost: DRES testbed setups are often expensive due to the use of High

Voltage (HV) lab equipment. Being able to set up a testbed on a low budget

greatly expands the opportunity for validation and reproducibility in this

research field. Naturally, this does require some parts to be emulated at various

levels of fidelity depending on the model and the compute power available.

As the testbed is focused on prototyping an ICT architecture, the emphasis is

on building a communication network, for which relatively inexpensive SBCs

like the Raspberry Pi is used.

• Layered Approach: The testbed software stack should be built on interchange-

able layers, aligned to the layers of the SGAM framework. This makes it easy

to swap out individual components through following a modular design. This

in turn also promotes easy transfer of services between hosts, as they are not

tied to a physical device, which gives a higher fault tolerance.

• Secure: ICT security is essential, and cannot be left as an afterthought, espe-

cially for critical infrastructure like the electrical grid. With the testbed also
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functioning as a prototype, security should be a first-class citizen included

from the outset, and not bolted on. While this makes it more involved to de-

velop software, it enforces a security-first mindset and promotes the hardening

of software designs.

• Flexible: The testbed should be flexible to scale in a number of dimensions

based on required resources; be those financial, compute, size, or others. Fur-

thermore it should be easy to add real hardware as hardware-in-the-loop sim-

ulation has been proven to be much more accurate (Barragán-Villarejo et al,

2020; Thornton et al, 2017). Using a layered approach helps in facilitating this

flexibility through the concretion of specific interfaces at the points where lay-

ers meet.

Testbed Setup

Given the requirements set out in the previous section, a geographically distributed

testbed is developed, using modern container technology to provide a flexible ICT

infrastructure which serves as the base of our work. The parts of services of the

testbed are easy interchangeable between software emulation and real hardware

implementations through strict message-based interfaces between the layers.

Hardware Stack

Figure 4 shows an overview of the physical components of the testbed, as imple-

mented on three geographically distributed sites, and a centralised Manager. This

particular setup is a snapshot of one instance of the testbed.

Site A is a research lab, which consists of all physical assets: an experimental

DRES, with an experimental controller, monitored by a PLC (Schneider Electric

Modicon TM241CEC24R), and a Human-Machine Interface (HMI) (Schneider Elec-

tric Magelis HMISTW6400) for local monitoring and control. The gateway is a

Raspberry Pi 3 SBC, which facilitates a secure connection to the central Manager.

The information sent to the Manager are the metrics of the DRES, as measured by

the controller and send via the PLC, and set points from the Manager back to the

controller. The PLC communicates via Modbus TCP to the Raspberry Pi, and via

Controller Area Network (CAN) to the Controller.

Site B consists of one Raspberry Pi 3 SBC that acts as a physical gateway, and

also runs an emulated versions of the PLC, controller, and DRES as present at

Site A.

Site C is similar setup as Site B, but consists of four Raspberry Pi 3 SBC, each

acting as a physical gateway, and also running an emulated PLC, controller, and

DRES like Site B.

The Manager acts as a central hub, receiving all metrics and telemetry informa-

tion from the distributed energy sources, running optimisation algorithms, sending

control signals and set points back, and managing the deployment and health of

software and network infrastructure. In our testbed, the Manager runs in two ge-

ographically distributed clusters of Virtual Machines (VMs). One cluster is provi-

sioned via VMware vSphere, the other cluster is provisioned via OpenStack.
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Software stack

Figure 5 shows an overview of the software stack on the manager and one (virtu-

alised) gateway node. Both the Manager and the Gateway node run various services,

some directly on the host operating system (as indicated by red boxes), or in a con-

tainer (as indicated by blue boxes).

Containers Both the Manager and Gateway use the Docker runtime to run most

of the network services in containers. Running services in containers has several

advantages.

• A container gives a known, well-defined environment, allowing the easy de-

ployment on any system (with the right architecture) that runs a container

runtime.

• Containers and container-centric design facilitate the horizontal scaling of soft-

ware within a cluster; instances can be easily duplicated to handle additional

load, for example.

• Compared to other virtualisation techniques like virtual machines and emu-

lation, containers run with minimal overheads, relying on the underlying op-

erating system to provide the process isolation (Gerend et al, 2019). No work

is required to replicate the operating system (like with virtual machines), or

outright translate the machine instructions (as with emulation).

• Containers are an immutable snapshot of a particular service setup that can

be versioned, which allows for the auditing of changes between versions, and

facilitates “rolling back” to previous (known working) versions in case of fail-

ures.

Overlay Network All network communication in the testbed is done via an overlay

network. Each node is connected to the Manager via a WireGuard VPN[1], creating a

secure communication link for each node over the wider (insecure) Internet, ensuring

that only authorised nodes can communicate with the server and other authorised

nodes. WireGuard as chosen as it is faster, leaner, and more performant than the

more commonly used IPsec or OpenVPN (Donenfeld, 2017).

Container Orchestration The containers running on the nodes are organised via

Hashicorp Nomad. Nomad[2] is a workload orchestration engine that takes care of

the deployment, execution, and halting of containers on all nodes in the cluster.

The Manager acts as server node, while all other nodes act as client node. The

server node monitors the health of each node, and can restart containers in case of

failures, or report an error to the system administrator.

System Management To further help the setup and maintenance of the testbed

itself, Ansible[3] is deployed, which is a provisioning, configuration management, and

application-deployment tool enabling infrastructure as code. This approach allows

to programmatically and verifiably manage all nodes in the network, as opposed

[1]https://www.wireguard.com
[2]https://www.nomadproject.io
[3]https://www.ansible.com/

https://www.wireguard.com
https://www.nomadproject.io
https://www.ansible.com/
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to manual maintaining each node. Ansible uses the SSH services running on each

gateway node for access.

Vault provides each service with the proper and up to date credentials (like SSL

certificates) to enable secure and authenticated communication between the gateway

node, the manager, and other systems in the network.

All these services work together to maintain the operation of a manager and

gateway node. Further services, such as the MQTT agent and OpenEMS[4] Edge

service, are used to facilitate DRES operations.

DRES functions consist mostly of sending metrics such as active power, frequency

and supplied ancillary service function upstream; along with receiving commands

from cloud-based controllers.

Application Communication Infrastructure For our communications infrastruc-

ture, we use MQTT, a lightweight asynchronous publish-subscribe network protocol.

All relevant metrics are sent (published) by the MQTT agent to the MQTT broker,

which then forwards them to the relevant receivers (subscribers). We further employ

Telegraf[5] to receive the metrics and store them in a Time Series Database (TSDB),

InfluxDB[6]. Grafana[7] provides an interface for viewing the data stored in InfluxDB

in interactive visualisations.

System and Communication Overheads

While the addition of an orchestration layer on the testbed naturally increases the

workload on the cloud services and edge compute devices (the Raspberry Pis),

the actual effect on the systems used is minimal. Containers present a minimal

processing and memory footprint, with the focus on securing access to resources on

the host through kernel name spacing mechanisms rather than full virtualisation.

On the cloud host machine used for the testbed, the overall CPU usage for the

docker daemon and its associated sub-processes amounts to under 0.7% of the avail-

able compute time, along with 0.4% of the host memory, including all coordination

and orchestration tasks of the other devices. On the Raspberry Pi hosts, the CPU

time is less than 0.1% (it actually reported as zero, as the tools available have only

1 decimal place of accuracy), while the memory usage peaked at around 5% with

the devices not running any services beyond the core swarm communications and

management.

The light load is also reflected in the minimal communication jitter seen when

performing bandwidth tests between devices in the swarm. Jitter is a measure of de-

viation from an expected periodicity for a particular operation, in this case, sending

or responding to sent data as part of the bandwidth test.

If the devices were under high load or performing particularly compute- or

network-intensive operations, it is extremely likely this would be reflected in an

increased deviation in packet timeliness. With the base testbed configuration, this

results in a packet jitter of far below a millisecond for edge-to-cloud communications

[4]https://openems.github.io/openems.io
[5]https://www.influxdata.com/time-series-platform/telegraf/
[6]https://www.influxdata.com/products/influxdb/
[7]https://grafana.com/

https://openems.github.io/openems.io
https://www.influxdata.com/time-series-platform/telegraf/
https://www.influxdata.com/products/influxdb/
https://grafana.com/
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as shown in Figure 6, and under 3 milliseconds for edge-to-edge communication as

seen in Figure 7; this is despite using docker overlay networking through the Wire-

Guard VPN, all of which is transmit through the wider internet.

Throughput figures for the swarm network are also fairly performant. The edge de-

vices were connected to a 1000 Mbit/sec switch with a shared 56 Mbit/sec upstream

connection to the internet, but are limited by the Raspberry Pi hardware itself, as

the network device on the Raspberry Pi is only capable of 100 Mbit/sec. With

this network configuration, the Raspberry Pi hosts attain an average throughput

of approximately 34.5 Mbit/sec when communicating with the cloud host in both

directions (both sending to and receiving from) which is drawn in Figure 8, and an

average of approximately 27 Mbit/sec when communicating with other Raspberry

Pis which is plotted in Figure 9.

Mapping SGAM with the Testbed
This section highlights how components located in a given layer, zone and domain of

the SGAM plane are mapped into the testbed. First, how the testbed can aid in the

realisation of certain layers is considered followed by a discussion of the components

located in one of the domains across the distribution and DERdomain.

The testbed should offer a platform to implement a prototype of the EASY-RES

ICT architecture, and when considering the description of the ICT architecture

SGAM model described in Designing a New Smarter Grid with SGAM this means

it needs to realise certain components of the proposed model. The mapping of the

components mentioned in Figure 5 to the SGAM model is shown in Figure 10 which

will be detailed more in the following.

Mapping by Layer

Communication and Component layer

From the standpoint of the communication and component layers, there must be

certain components in the testbed which have communication links between them.

On the one hand, this is fulfilled by including real hardware in the testbed; on the

other hand, the virtualisation tools in the testbed offer the capability to design a

stub which services as a replacement for the hardware component in tests. This

approach for virtualisation was used for instances of the PLC and DER controller

in the DER domain and Field / Process zones.

Information and Function layer

Moving to the information and function layers, there must be certain applications

realised in the testbed as a set of processes which interact among one another

(functionality), and this interaction is characterised by certain standards (defined

information objects). This strongly, depends on the application in question of course.

However, the flexible virtualisation architecture allows for arbitrary processes to be

run on different machines connected to the testbed. This makes it straightforward

to design and implement backend services, realising the functionality required for

optimisation, which are run on the cloud machines and edge services, realising the

local process of a DRES, which are then run on the Raspberry Pis.
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Business Layer

Furthermore, while it is not possible to implement business goals held by certain

stakeholders directly, the testbed can be utilised to run simulations, which check for

the properties that the system should exhibit in order to fulfil the business goals. In

this sense the testbed does not show how a business layer can be implemented but

can validate that a system behaves as desired in simulations (with varying setups

of components).

Mapping by Zone

Process

Process components are directly related to the generation and transmission of

power. For the distribution domain, this is the hardware related to distributing

the electricity inside the distribution network. To put it more concretely these are

the power lines, transformers, and fuses. For the DER domain, the generation hard-

ware includes primary energy sources, batteries, and the converter. As was outlined

earlier in this section it is possible to include real deployments of transformers and

converters in the testbed and locate a Raspberry Pi as a controller next to them.

Alternatively, these components can be included by using a simulator on a cloud

machine to compute power flows or by designating a Raspberry Pi as an emula-

tor for a converter. In the present testbed emulated DER controller are included.

These are part of the components realising the Grid Service Provision function and

consequentially are located in the Process Zone and DER Domain of Figure 10

Field

Field equipment is the local control of the devices included in the process domain.

In this case this can be for example the local control of a transformer, or the micro

controllers located in a smart converter. In case that simulated components are

included in the power grid the logic of these controller can be integrated as part of

the simulation. Otherwise, the controller of the real deployment determine where

these components are located. In our testbed the task is to control the ASs provision

via DRES which is realised via (emulated) PLCs that fit into the Field Zone and

DER domain.

Station

Station is the local aggregation level of the field level. In the context of the distri-

bution domain this can be local Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)

or subsystem automation systems. For the DER domain, this can be a local control

system that handles the local dispatching of multiple deployments co-located at the

same site. It is possible to determine a Raspberry Pi as a higher level of aggregation

and deploy the respective controller to it. In case said Raspberry Pi is located on

the same site as the components of the field level this best mirrors the situation

of multiple individual components controlled by a higher-level local controller. The

deployment of our test bed decides to exclude such components which is the reason

that the Station domain remains empty in Figure 10.
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Operation

In the operation zone the power system control for the respective domain is located.

As these processes for the distribution domain likely are not located on individual

sites but at a central entity (e.g., the DSO or an aggregator) they should be located

on the cloud machine. The operational control of the DER domain is distributed

alongside the resources and therefore should be located on a Raspberry Pi rather

than on a cloud machine. An example from our testbed are the backend and edge

of OpenEMS. The OpenEMS backend is involved with the setpoint computation

and communication functionalities while OpenEMS edge takes the responsibility of

controlling the DRES locally. Its communication is aided by an MQTT agent to

realize publish-subscribe style communication for monitoring. The overlay network

is created using WireGuard and access to it requires to be part of the PKI which

is built by the Vault Agent as the client software and the Vault PKI as the server.

Taken together this enables a secure overlay network over which communication

takes place. Within the SGAM plane the OpenEMS Backend, Vault PKI and MQTT

broker are treated as centralised entities located in the Distribution domain, while

the OpenEMS edge, MQTT agent and Vault agent components are required locally

at the Raspberry Pi and therefore located in the DER domain of Figure 10.

Enterprise and Market

Components located in the Enterprise zone are responsible for the commercial and

organisation processes while the Market zone contains trading processes. For com-

pleteness a cloud service is included in the mapping of Figure 10 that simulates

request for AS calculated through mechanisms in these two zones. Despite this the

operation of these zones is not of primary interest to this paper as no new approach

to structuring the business case between the SO, third party and DRES owner is

presented. Companies (e.g. Kiwi Power (2022)) are starting to push into these fields

with integrating DRES better to aid synchronous generation. As a basis for the fu-

ture presentation of business cases deployed to the testbed, we give an intuition of

where to locate these components within the testbed and SGAM.

For the enterprise layer a main concern for the operation of the business processes

is the accounting of services provided. For the distribution domain the account-

ing generally requires information from many other components in the system and

are usually executed centralised at the corresponding organisation. Therefore, they

can best be located on a machine inside the cloud of the testbed. Owners of mul-

tiple DRES may wish to deploy applications that provide aggregated billing and

accounting for their DRES which are then located in this domain but in the DER

zone instead. For owners of multiple DRES installations applications providing ag-

gregated billing information about these DRES are located in this domain. These

systems are likely centralised or even self-hosted by the owners of multiple DRES

which indicates they should be located on a cloud machine.

The market zone deals with trading processes. Our stand-in for this is the afore-

mentioned service simulating the request for AS. Usually, the market platforms to

which offers are submitted will be realised in the cloud rather than on edge devices.

Therefore, these would be deployed as cloud services. The resulting service is then

located in the Distribution domain of the market zone. Whereas actors submitting

their offers to the market may indeed be deployed on the Raspberry Pis.
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Discussion
The realisation of a system which complies with the SGAM model has historically

been quite challenging, with much of the functionality tied to the specific hardware

components used. However, with modern design and development practices, coupled

with new orchestration techniques it is possible to create a platform on to which

novel testing regimes can be constructed.

The testbed design presented here supplies the needs of research in addition to

closely aligning with the requirements of a large-scale distributed production sys-

tem. Hardware in-the-loop based designs are increasingly necessary for accurate

simulation of complex systems as the interactions between components reach higher

complexities. While at the current stages our design is mainly focused on the lower

levels of the SGAM model; the flexibility included allows the precise level at which

the software stack can be used to be altered to match the requirements of any

simulation, paving the way for future expansion.

Unfortunately, the application of the SGAM model to large-scale projects is a

double-edged sword, whereby the tools it provides are particularly useful for for-

malising interactions between components, and where the responsibility for indi-

vidual components starts and ends; it is also unfortunately a complex and (albeit

necessarily) difficult tool to initially apply.

The different levels of abstraction when describing the SGAM model and the

testbed structure are an example of this; the testbed is a concrete, technology fo-

cused implementation using specific software and tools, and is subject to any number

of real-world constraints — environmental, human, and otherwise — whereas the

SGAM model is intentionally very abstract and focuses on systems and interactions

from a high-level. This difference in approaches can mean that consolidating the

system entire into a single homogeneous design view is quite tricky, necessitating

the inclusion of out-of-model descriptions for particular configurations, as the model

itself does not capture these directly.

In particular, the mapping from specific SGAM zones and domains to specific

software and hardware components has to be initially developed in parallel, includ-

ing the implementation and the model, as the decisions made required knowledge

of both and a certain amount of balancing and trade-off to reach a complete system

structure.

Security of the Testbed

Security of the test bed is achieved by deploying containers and connecting them via

the overlay network established using Wireguard VPN aided by the PKI established

using Vault. For a device to be able to participate in this network in the first place,

it must be assigned a pair of a public and a private key in the PKI system. On

the one hand, this enables the encryption of messages which prevents man-in-the-

middle or eavesdropping type attacks; on the other hand, a message signed using

a specific key can be used to identify the sender. Therefore, if messages containing

malicious data are detected, the participant sending them can be determined and

appropriate action can be taken such as removing the offender from the overlay

network.
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The deployment of containers offers another advantage. When a container is de-

tected to malfunction either due to malicious actions taken against, accidents or

environmental influence it can be rebuilt from its image to restore its operation to

the initial settings which can remove the cause for the malfunction in many cases.

Furthermore, this ease of re-instantiating a container can help to deflect denial-of-

service type attacks by migrating to another more powerful machine to withstand

the attack. Further such attacks are made difficult as the attacker first, needs to

gain access to a sufficiently large number of devices participating in the overlay

network.

Issues with Geo-diverse Testbed deployments

The testbed structure described in this paper is intended to be flexible and have

minimal impact on any existing structure at implementer sites, although does some-

times fall foul of particularly exotic host site network configurations. Notably, the

technologies used here mean that only the coordinating host be visible externally,

and all other participating nodes can connect to one another via this central point

without the introduction of a dedicated piece of ingress controlling software.

This does bring up the obvious concerns related to bandwidth availability between

equipment at the edges of the network, as they would necessitate communications

with one or more intermediate hosts rather than using a direct link. However, as the

vast majority of the network traffic to and from edge devices is likely to be directed

between the edge and the cloud services, this deficit in a direct link should pose no

problem under normal circumstances.

It is possible to peer directly between sites using the WireGuard VPN, should

this become a particular pinch point for performance. Additional links could be

created to offer shorter, faster, alternate routes, in addition to providing further

resilience against failures. Indeed, in a large-scale production deployment, it would

be expected that such links be created as a matter of course to reduce single-point

failure probabilities.

Hardware Concerns

The Raspberry Pi platform is more than powerful enough to run all services as well

as communication and management tasks local to the edges, and consumes only

small amounts of energy to do so. Unfortunately, however, the choices for some

hardware components have been made based on keeping the price of the unit down,

rather than to ensure long-running stability; namely, the choices for storage and

network hardware.

The Raspberry Pi uses an SD card for storage, and as flash storage has a limited

lifespan — despite efforts to extend this Chang et al (2007) — it presents problems

for systems working with large amounts of ephemeral data or exceptionally long run-

times. In the case of a short-term testbed deployment, this is not a concern, but if

the hardware is to be suggested for longer-term usage in real-world deployments,

then industrialised versions of the standard hardware, or better storage media (such

as USB-attached solid-state disks) should be used, despite the additional costs and

configuration changes.

Furthermore, the Ethernet network connection on the Raspberry Pi is only ca-

pable of 100 Mbit/s, which, while more than adequate for single site deployments,
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could be saturated if a single Raspberry Pi were used as a gateway for an entire

DRES deployment.

Conclusion
The Smart Grid is an important evolution of the electricity grid, changing from a

top-heavy, strictly hierarchical, and downstream distribution of energy generation

and consumption to a distributed bi-directional generation and consumption system

through the growing use of Distributed Renewable Energy Sources (DRESs), com-

plementing or even replacing the traditional centralised fossil-fuel powered energy

sources.

While decentralising energy production, there is a need for distributed control to

balance the grid, ensuring demand and supply are in equilibrium, to provide proper

operation of the electrical grid. The mechanisms used to achieve this balance, such

as frequency, voltage control and inertial response, are often referred to as Ancillary

Service (AS). How AS can be implemented is well understood for traditional energy

sources - such as synchronous generators - but the distributed and often intermittent

nature of DRESs poses new challenges. The goal of the EASY-RES project is to

develop new methods and approaches to ease the integration of DRES into the

Smart Grid, making them behave more like traditional macro-scale sources.

An important part in enabling a distributed grid control design is having a well

understood, distributed ICT infrastructure, and reasoning about such an ICT ar-

chitecture is challenging in isolation. The Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM)

is an architectural framework, covering all aspects of ICT, technical, and business

functions within larger grid designs; it includes many parties involved in the Smart

Grid (DSOs, TSOs, and other related industries). The common framework it pro-

vides helps in understanding, developing, and integrating the Smart Grid. Within

this framework, an architecture to enable the provision of ASs using the capacities

of DRESs was presented here.

A demonstration of the architecture was developed as a low-cost Smart Grid

testbed which currently implements the lower-level parts of this architecture. The

testbed is designed to be flexible by making extensive use of virtualisation. This

method allows us to cleanly separate various systems and responsibilities which

enables swapping out parts if required. The testbed also allows replacement of

an emulated DRESs with real hardware, without any changes to the code. The

deployment presented in this paper was found to provide sufficient performance

with an average throughput of 27 MBit/sec between the Raspberry Pis and of 34.5

Mbit/sec between a Raspberry Pi and the cloud. The jitter in these cases was found

to be below 3 milliseconds and below 1 millisecond respectively.

Finally, we explained how the testbed maps to the SGAM model to show how

it helps in analysing various instances of inter-operability. In doing so the system

design has been substantially verified.

Future Work

With the initial testbed deployment, only a small network was set up, comprised of

only 4 sites. We are now working on adding more geographically distributed DRESs,

both in virtualised and physical form to identify issues with the scalability of this

approach, and further proving the generality of our approach.
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Additionally, the testbed has currently focused on the ‘edge’ of a Smart Grid, inte-

grating various DRESs and ensuring a secure bidirectional communication channel

to management systems for monitoring and control. The next step is to integrate

the optimisation work that has already been done in the project, and the account-

ing work which will extend the functionality across low-level DRES controllers and

towards a greater complexity of cloud services. Ultimately, the goal is to provide an

end-to-end testing environment of a full Smart Grid with geographically distributed

DRESs involving hardware in-the-loop equipment and involving the complete set

of stakeholders (DSOs, TSOs, DRES owners).

The future plan is for this end-to-end testing environments to be instantiated

for different business cases related to the trading of AS either on a per AS basis

or as aggregated provision of bundled AS. Such studies can yield insights into key

performance indicators of the testbed such as adequacy of the possible monitoring

resolution, stress on the data storage in the system in both the read and write

direction and the delay times for scheduling the AS provision during normal and

emergency operations. The architecture presented in this paper is intended to be a

foundation for building such scenarios in the near future.

Appendix
1 SGAM
The smart grid architecture model (SGAM) was created by CEN, CENELEC, ETSI

and is defined in CEN-CENELEC-ETSI Smart Grid Co-Ordination Group Smart

Grid Reference Architecture Bruinenberg et al (2012). The main purpose of SGAM

is to model interactions between different components of a system, where mainly the

exchange of information is characterised. The framework models these interactions

in three dimensions: Domains, Zones and Layers.

The five layers represent the interoperability from different viewpoints on the sys-

tem, allowing for the consideration of the business goals and involved stakeholders,

a functional view of the system, the information exchange and related standards,

communication protocols and finally, the hardware and software components used

to implement the system.

On each layer of the model a plane composed of domains and zones is pre-

sented. The five domains, generation, transmission, distribution, DER and customer

premises, are derived from the different domains of the electrical energy production

and conversion chain. The six zones are based on the automation pyramid; process,

field, station and operation, along with two additional zones for enterprise and mar-

ket concerns. A visual representation of this three dimensional model is shown in

Figure 11.

Employing the SGAM framework offers several advantages, as can be seen by the

variety of already preexisting approaches which utilise it as were described in Uslar

et al (2019). The structure of model allows for a holistic view on the system, which

is useful for finding interoperability problems Messinis et al (2016), and ensures

consistency by tracing the components through the SGAM layers, highlighting the

places where a given architecture design may be insufficient.
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Figures

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the future smart grid.

Figure 2: Function layer of the proposed architecture.

Figure 3: Component layer of the proposed architecture.

Figure 4: Testbed system architecture. Solid boxes indicate physical assets,

dashed boxes indicate virtualised assets.
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Figure 5: Testbed software architecture. Red boxes are services running directly

on the operating system, blue boxes are services which run in containers. White

dashed boxes are emulated functions, which in this case also run in a container.

Figure 6: iperf3 test results for jitter on the testbed for a 30 second window

connecting from an edge device to the cloud services host

Figure 7: iperf3 test results for jitter on the testbed for a 30 second window

connecting from an edge device to another edge device

Figure 8: iperf3 test results for throughput on the testbed for a 30 second window

connecting from an edge device to the cloud services host.

Figure 9: iperf3 test results for throughput on the testbed for a 30 second window

connecting between two edge devices.

Figure 10: Mapping of the test bed components into the SGAM plane.

Figure 11: Graphical representation of the SGAM framework as shown in Bru-

inenberg et al (2012).
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